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Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished exterior and interior and is powered by a rebuilt ci V8 mated
to a 3-speed automatic. The car is finished in Blue with a White top and has new chrome
bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl front buckets are separated by a custom center console
and floor-mounted shifter and amenities includea retro-styledigital stereo,additional speakers,
and an amplifier. Additional equipment consists ofpower steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and
new Michelin tires over Cragar SS wheels. This Novais now offered with a clean Kansas title in
the name of the seller. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and
white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This
third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service
records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample
finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided
by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width
Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter,
miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced
in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the
seller's name. Power is provided by a 6. Equipment includes a power sunroof, dual-zone climate
control, heated and cooled seats, navigation, Harmon Kardon sound, 20" Brass Monkey wheels,
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In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. The sixth generation of the Ford F-Series , also
known as the " dentside Ford " to enthusiasts, is a line of pickup trucks and medium-duty
commercial trucks that were produced by Ford Motor Company from the to model years. This
generation marks the introduction of the F and the SuperCab extended-cab body. Introduced in ,
the F would ultimately replace the F, becoming the most popular version of the F-Series. After
several years of delays, the second generation of the Ford Bronco was released as a shortened
version of the F In , the Ford F-Series became the best-selling truck in the United States, a
position it has held ever since. This generation was launched in December for the model year.
While retaining the same chassis of the previous generation, several revisions were made. To
fight corrosion, Ford increased its use of galvanized sheet metal, zinc coated steel, and
zinc-rich primer. For , a new model was offered: The heavy duty F V8. This was a new
heavy-duty pickup made with contractors and camping enthusiasts in mind. Ordering the
Camper Special package for the F SRW made it a "Super Camper Special", which was designed
for the much heavier slide-in campers coming on the market at that time. For introduced
September 21, , the F-Series became available in an extended cab for the first time. Dubbed the
"SuperCab", it offered the six-passenger seating of the crew cab in a shorter length, and
competed with Dodge's Club Cab. In model year , this familiar "split-grille" design was given a
slight face lift to feature black accents around the headlights and a refined overall appearance.
For the model year, a limited edition Bicentennial Option Group was offered on Custom
styleside pickups, in either Wimbledon White or Bahama Blue, with a golden eagle stripe on the
side, and red, white, and blue cloth inserts on the seats. The bed received a rectangular fuel
door to conceal the gas cap. The fuel tank located behind the seat was discontinued due to
safety concerns. It also would be the last year of the medium-duty F Starting in the model year
Ford dropped the "Super" from "Super Camper Special" in favor of calling the F models with
camper packages "Camper Special", a name that was previously only assigned to F's with
camper packages. For , the appearance of the F-Series changed the most since , when the split
grille was overhauled in favor of a single-piece grille insert design. In models , the round
headlight design was retained for the Custom trim level. A luxury "Lariat" trim was also
introduced for ; Ranger, Ranger XLT, and Ranger Lariat trim levels incorporated rectangular
headlights with optional chrome headlight bezels and the chrome grille insert. Dual Fuel tanks
in the bed became standard. For , round headlights were replaced by rectangular ones on all

trim levels, and the surrounding grille insert that framed the headlights was now available in
either black or chrome to match that of the aluminum grille frame. Also new for was the option
of part- or full-time four-wheel-drive on SuperCab models. Full-time four-wheel drive utilized a
chain-driven NP transfer case, while part-time four-wheel drive was equipped with a gear-driven
NP The GVWR ratings for these trucks was tied to a combination of wheel, spring, axle and
brake combinations. The series code on the ID tag denotes which model and from that it can be
determined what weight rating each vehicle has. For example, F10 is an F 2-wheel drive, but F11
is an F 4x4, and so on. Serial numbers beginning with an "X" are SuperCab models. The sixth
generation F-Series underwent a slight revision of its trim lines. The base and Sport Custom
trims were dropped with Custom becoming the standard trim. The Ranger and Ranger XLT
returned, with the Ranger Lariat trim introduced in with cloth interior trim, specific two-tone
body and tailgate trim. The model line was offered with several appearance packages. For , the
Explorer package was offered on the F, F, and F and the Ranchero and Bronco , consisting of
color-keyed exterior and interior trim, badging, and wheelcovers. Ford Australia assembled
right-hand drive sixth generation F-Series that were fitted with a lineup of locally sourced
engines. The Cleveland was a destroked Cleveland built using tooling exported to Australia
after the closure of the Cleveland production line. The F with a Cleveland model was the first
Australian Sixth Gen to receive an automatic transmission as an option, the six cylinder
powered models and the larger F and F were limited to a four-speed manual. The CID Straight-6
was upgraded with a new crossflow head and rebadged as the 4. In , a locally assembled 4x4's F
with Australian built engines was added to the lineup to replace the fully imported 4x4 F The
Cleveland continued alongside the Cleveland in the F The 4. In , the Cleveland was
discontinued, leaving the standard engine as the 4. The F and F had an automatic gearbox as an
option for the first time in Australia, though still only on the V8 engine. The only transmission
on offer was a 3-speed manual. For , Ford redesigned the Ford Bronco , basing it upon the
F-Series chassis shortened to a inch wheelbase. The new Bronco incorporated design
characteristics which eliminated leaky roofs and body flex associated with other full size
removable top utility vehicles of the era. To lower production costs over its predecessor, the
Bronco was designed with interchangeability with the Ford F 4x4, sharing nearly all exterior
body panels from the front doors forward, many interior and trim parts, and the same
powertrain. The M V8 was standard, with a V8 as an option; all Broncos were fitted with
four-wheel drive. Largely unchanged since , medium duty-trucks saw little change during the s.
For , a cubic-inch version of the V8 replaced the previous FE engines. Shared with the L-Series
trucks, the Caterpillar V8 became an option in F and F models; diesel-powered trucks were
distinguished by an extra "0" i. The term "Highboy" is a nickname given by enthusiasts to F
4x4's, which used the narrower width 34" versus 37" F frame and a divorced transfer case Dana
24, NP or NP The F "highboy" 4x4 is also historically significant, as the basis of the first
"monster truck", Bob Chandler's Bigfoot. The spring was mounted on top of the left side of the
front differential housing. The rear axle used spacer blocks under the leaf springs, to match the
frontend height. The rear leaf springs were 2. There is an incorrect, albeit common, belief that
Highboy was an option package available on all Ford pick-ups. It was not. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. Redirected from Ford F-Series sixth generation. Main article: Ford F-Series.
This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor
vehicle. Main article: Ford Bronco. See also: Ford B-Series. Retrieved Ford vehicles. Ford Motor
Company. E-Series Cutaway F F Category Commons. Ford F-Series production models and
variants. First generation â€” Second generation â€” Third generation â€” Fourth generation â€”
Fifth generation â€” Sixth generation â€” Seventh generation â€” Eighth generation â€” Ninth
generation â€” Tenth generation â€” Eleventh generation â€” Twelfth generation â€” Thirteenth
generation â€” Fourteenth generation â€”. First generation â€” Second generation â€” Third
generation â€” Fourth generation â€”. Hidden categories: Articles needing additional references
from March All articles needing additional references Articles with short description Short
description matches Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced
statements from October Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to
edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Ford
F-Series fifth generation â€” Ford F-Series seventh generation â€” Argentina Market [14]. Pickup
truck. Ford announced Monday it would enter a trio of Bronco-branded purpose-built race
trucks in the class of this weekend's King of the Hammers off-road racing event. Now, just two
days later, the company says it will be fielding even more Broncos â€”this time
production-based trucksâ€”at the event. Ford confirmed Wednesday it will be fielding a trio of
Broncos in Ultra4's stock class at King of the Hammers. Unlike the more aggressive class
trucks, which use custom tube frames and share little with the production Bronco , these class

trucks will be built from unmodified Bronco two-door chassis and powered by the same 2.
They'll be equipped with the Sasquatch package, and send power to all four wheels via the
factory speed automatic transmission. Of course, the trucks won't be completely stock.
Underneath the body sits heavy-duty front portal hubs from 76 Weld. They're held up by Triton
Engineering control arms and pointed by a Howe hydraulic steering rack, which has its own
cooler. Spinning the front wheels is the factory Dana AdvanTek electronic locking differential,
connected to custom half shafts by RCV. The steel bumpers are Ford Performance products
and hold a Warn winch up front for getting out of especially sticky situations. There's also a
custom roll cage by Geiser Brothers and racing buckets from Recaroâ€”the first-ever to be
off-road-certified by the FIA, according to Ford. Vaughn Gittin Jr. Ford says in addition to
showing off the production chassis' capabilities, these three trucks will be used as a testbed for
current and future Ford-sanctioned Bronco accessories. Theoretically, you will be able to build
your own Bronco race truck sometime in the near future using the same parts, according to the
company. Join Now. New Cars. Car Culture. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories.
Building the Perfect Race-Car Driver. More Bronco. This content is created and maintained by a
third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may
be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement Continue Reading Below. More From News. When it comes to off-roading, Jeep sets the
standard, especially at reasonable price levels. Other brands offer all-wheel drive, and a few of
them build a seriously capable off-roader or two if you're willing to pay, but no one builds a
trail-ready model in every SUV segment like Jeep does. Or was. The Ford Bronco Sport
Badlands is finally here to crash the trail party, and in the battle for budget off-road supremacy
it most directly challenges the Jeep Compass Trailhawk. Jeep's insistence on covering every bit
of SUV-market white space made us think hard about which model to invite to this comparison.
The Renegade is, dimensionally, only slightly smaller than the Compass, which is only slightly
smaller in turn than the Cherokee. When you drill down on it, though, the Compass is the best
match against the Bronco Sport. In nearly every measure, the Ford is practically a photocopy of
the Jeep. Check it: The Jeep has 8. The Jeep has a The Ford's comparable measurements are
The Jeep rides on a The Jeep is slightly longer overall and narrower in width, but only by tenths
of an inch. The two even cost about the same. There's one set of numbers that doesn't match,
though. Jeep only offers the Compass with its old 2. It makes horsepower and lb-ft of torque,
which is adequate but not impressive output for a motor of this size. This engine has to propel
an SUV that weighs 3, pounds as tested. The Ford, meanwhile, upgrades the Bronco Sport
Badlands trim from a 1. The only way you get more power in a Jeep of somewhat comparable
size is to buy the larger, more expensive Cherokee Trailhawk, which boasts a V-6 engine with hp
and lb-ft. Let's cut to the chase: The name "Trailhawk" is no longer the standard by which
compact SUV off-road packages will be measured. That honor now belongs to "Badlands. Other
Jeep Trailhawks should take notice. Whereas I can't remember the Bronco Sport's forward
progress ever being stopped, off-roading with the Jeep was an exercise in frustration. The
Jeep's problems came down to the three T's: tires, torque, and to a lesser extent, tank. The tires
weren't good enough, the torque didn't exist, and the gas tank was way too small. Let's go down
the list. Jeep chose this as its Trailhawk tire option. Ford, to its credit, chose a Pirelli Scorpion
all-terrain tire as the standard Badlands tire but also gives you this even more aggressive
all-terrain tire option. The Ford's tires are also substantially wider, giving them a larger footprint
on loose surfaces. Too often we faced situations where the Jeep's tires spun from lack of grip,
were too narrow to place on a better surface, or both. It used to be the 2. For perspective,
compact cars weighing pounds less than a Compass make more torque from their newer,
similarly sized, naturally aspirated four-cylinders. Climbing the Inyo Mountains, the Jeep
wheezed worse than a resolution chaser on their first jog of the new year. As we approached the
top of the 9,foot ridge, the Compass got hung up on 4-inch-tall rocks in steeper parts of the trail,
engine moaning away at 2, rpm, torque converter slipping, transmission temperature rising, and
zero forward progress achieved. If you sat there and cooked the transmission long enough, it
would sometimes eventually stumble over the obstacle, but more often than not, the only
strategy was to back up and hit it with some speed and hope it didn't bust a tire, or worse. Let's
take a second here to talk about the misleading "4WD Low" button. You can skip this part if you
don't care about technical stuff, but it's important to know what the vehicle can and can't do.
The Compass Trailhawk is not four-wheel drive; it's all-wheel drive. It does not have a low-range
gear like a Wrangler. It doesn't even have a transfer case. It's the same transverse,
front-drive-based nine-speed automatic transmission with a power take-off and open front and
rear differentials as every other Compass. Normally, the Trailhawk just starts in second and
takes advantage of an exclusive shorter final drive ratio to compensate. When you press that
button, all it does is start in first. That's a lot of settings, but all it really does is move some ones

and zeroes around, telling the transmission and brakes to do different things. Unlike the Bronco
Sport Badlands, it has no locking rear differential. Jeep relies entirely on the brakes to lock up a
spinning wheel and force power to the opposite side of the car, front and rear. You, as the
driver, have very little control over it. And because so much of the Jeep's off-road capability is
wrapped up in electronic workarounds, you can't truly turn off the traction and stability control,
even if the light saying you did goes on when you push the button. Back to the T's. The last one
doesn't help with traction, but it does limit how many rocks you can climb over. The Compass
has a small Last thing you want to worry about off-road is running out of gas. Fine, so the Jeep
has limitations, but its relative shortcomings don't necessarily make the Ford the winner, or
even good. But the Ford is good. In fact, it's great. With actual off-road tires, a turbocharger that
not only makes way more torque but also negates the effects of altitude, and a locking rear
differential, the Bronco Sport was right at home off-road. The locking diff works by way of fully
closing clutches on the rear axle half-shafts, which limits how long you can use it before it
overheats, but at least it's there and it works. And don't think doing this test at sea level
would've done the Jeep any favors. During our photo shoot at a much lower altitude, the
Trailhawk still struggled with easy obstacles. A big part of the Ford's trail confidence is evident
in how well it takes a hit. Hydraulic bump stops in the front shock absorbers and lots of
suspension travel all around let the Badlands absorb every impact on every obstacle, rock, or
hole, much like a Jeep Wrangler. The Compass, meanwhile, doesn't take a hit nearly as well,
and the loud bangs from the suspension every time it reaches the top or bottom of its travel are
cringey enough to make off-road amateurs think they've seriously damaged their vehicle. When
it comes to taking a hit on the chin, though, the Jeep claws back some points. Both vehicles
have black plastic covers extending below the front bumper and back to the frame for
aerodynamic and cooling purposes. Only Jeep, though, had the good sense to secure that piece
ahead and slightly above the front crossmember. Ford wrapped it underneath the crossmember,
making it far more susceptible to impacts. Although the leading edge of the Jeep's frame and
skidplate got beat up, the Ford ended up with a hole punched in its plastic cover, plus the frame
underneath got beat up. The Jeep also gets a point for its sloping hood, which gives the driver
an unobstructed view of the trail ahead. The Ford's flat, blocky hood gets in the way when
you're trying to position the vehicle carefully on an obstacle. Ford rectifies this with a
forward-facing camera, but with no context on screen, it's difficult to figure out exactly where
the front wheels are going. Overlaying guidelines for the tires on the screen, like Jeep does on
the Wrangler, would go a long way. Give the Ford a 2-inch lift, and it wouldn't have broken a
sweat. The Bronco Sport dominated off-road, and it ain't too shabby on the road, either. The
seven-hour round trip to the trailhead gave us plenty of time to experience both crossovers as
the average driver will. In this context, it's a much closer comparison. Cruising down the
freeway and cutting through small towns, the two models drive similarly. There aren't really any
meaningful differences in how they handle, how they ride, or how loud they are inside. One
obvious difference: The Jeep's leather-wrapped steering wheel is much nicer to hold than
Ford's cheap-feeling rubber wheel. Of course, the Jeep is still held back by its underwhelming
engine when it comes time to get up to freeway speed and past slow-moving vehicles. Even
closer to sea level, making a pass requires dropping the hammer, the transmission dropping
four or five gears, the engine racing at 4, rpm, generating more noise than acceleration. It's
almost hard to believe this engine is built by the Hellcat company, but at least Jeep finally got
this transmission behaving properly, and per the EPA, the Compass gets significantly better
fuel economy. But you'll still stop more often to fill that little tank, especially if you're passing a
lot of people. Passengers given the option of which crossover to ride in will choose the Ford if
they can ride up front. There's just nowhere to put your stuff in the Jeep except the cupholders
one of which is under the extendable armrest and awkward to reach or the door bins. Forget
about phones, keys, masks, Chapstick, or anything else. The Ford has a pair of bins right in the
center of the dash in addition to the cupholders and door bins, not to mention pockets
incorporated into the sides and backs of the front seats. A coming interior update later this year
will significantly improve the Jeep's competitiveness. Passengers who must ride in back will
prefer the extra 1. The Ford's back seat is at the lower limit of spacious for adults, while the
Jeep's is just a little larger. Other than that and a lot more headroom in the much taller Ford, the
passenger space measurements are, like the exterior, nearly the same. If you're bringing a lot of
gear, though, it's worth noting the Ford has 2. Lest you think we're exaggerating about the
Jeep's slowness, take a gander at the spec chart. It needs 3. Otherwise, the two are again
similarly matched. If you thought the Jeep's less off-road-capable all-season tires would give it
an advantage in dry-pavement cornering grip and stopping, you'll be disappointed, because it
actually performed slightly worse in both. And that's despite the Ford's stability-control
program being much more aggressive than Jeep's, seriously slowing the Bronco Sport in the

corners. That said, "The whole experience in the Compass was much more cohesive and
sportier than in the Bronco Sport, despite lapping slower," road test editor Chris Walton wrote
of the Jeep after the test. But as my high school football coach told the team when we
technically went undefeated at , 'You did it. You did it ugly, but you did it. A big loss for the
Trailhawk. A back-to-the-drawing-board type of defeat. Maybe if we drove different trim levels
and not the hardcore off-road models, we could find reasons to recommend the Jeep, but the
lesser Bronco Sports are still faster and achieve better city and combined fuel economy than
any Compass If you're paying top dollar for off-road models, how well they perform off-road
matters, a lot. If you absolutely have to have a Jeep in this price range, demand a deep discount
on a Cherokee Trailhawk or consider a Wrangler with zero options. Otherwise, buy the Ford.
Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. There can only be one choice for rock crawling in
a compact crossover. Scott Evans Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. The auction
house Barrett-Jackson reported that over the next three years, the average sale price on old
models jumped by 88 percent. So what does the new lineup look like? The most iconic models
are the two- and four-door SUVs , complete with a removable top and spare tire mounted on the
tailgate. But the model that will likely sell the most is option number three: The smaller, zippier
Bronco Sport. The big difference is that it comes with power and flourishing that appeal to the
growing base of customers who spend their free time camping, climbing, and kayaking. As a
category, crossovers account for about 40 percent of new auto sales. It became available in the
fourth quarter of last year, and a few months later, Ford announced it had sold 5, units. Those
that make it to dealership lots sit for an average of just six days before someone drives them
home. For my test drive, I planned what felt like a likely use-case for people who buy the Bronco
Sport: A long weekend in nature. Two friends and I met up on a Saturday at a. We loaded the
cargo hold with camping gear and set off for a 4. As my crew and I loaded up in the predawn
darkness, I appreciated that Ford thought to stick a floodlight in the cargo area. The visibility
made our complicated loading project easier, and ultimately it got us on the road quicker. It
proved more than capable of deflecting barbs from snowshoes and hiking poles. After loading
three packs ranging from 55 to 85 liters, plus a couple extra bags of emergency gear, we set off
to beat the morning traffic. The other modes are Normal, Eco, Slippery, and Sand. On the
highway, I set the adaptive cruise control to handle acceleration and braking. The feature is
sophisticated enough to bring the vehicle to a complete stop, if necessary, and it freed up some
brains pace so I could talk through critical trail and camp plans during the drive. The Badlands
edition comes with a suite of off-road perks that I was unable to test. And the Trail Control
feature works like a low-speed cruise control, working gas and accelerator for ideal traction
over rugged, tricky terrain. Car campers will appreciate the two standard volt outletsâ€”one
behind the front seats and one in the cargo areaâ€”along with dozens of Ford-approved
accessories and carriers for kayaks, snowboards, bikes, and more. The feature that proved
most germane to my trip was slip control. With about an hour left to the trailhead, we ran into
snowfall, and shortly after, we began seeing the usual casualties of icy roadsâ€”cars in ditches,
surrounded by road flares, tow trucks, and state troopers. A few of the moving vehicles flipped
on their hazard lights and slowed to a crawling pace. I tested the system at low speed by
pumping the gas a little too hard and cutting the wheel. I started the car with the keyless ignition
and settled my tired body into the heated seat. Then I made my way to the diner, where I met the
cashier who was more interested in my Bronco than my two nights in the snow. After breakfast,
my crew and I set out to return to our homes. For access to exclusive gear videos, celebrity
interviews, and more, subscribe on YouTube! More Videos. More from Gear. GO GO. Ford Ugly
Christmas Sweater. Got Your 6 Foxtrot Tee. Hooah Camo Zip Hoodie. Ford Bronco Sunset Tee.
Proud to Honor Gratitude Tee. Ford Mach-E Softshell Vest. Ford Mach-E Softshell Jacket. Ford
Mustang Tri-bar T-shirt. Ford Mustang Fleece Sweatshirt. Ford Mustang Ombre Polo. Ford F
Vintage Sweatshirt. Built Ford Tough Fleece Hoodie. Ford Mustang Electric Softshell Jacket.
Ford F Hybrid Softshell Jacket. Ford North End Bomber Jacket. Aye Aye Graphic Tee. Squared
Away Sweatshirt. Ford Mustang Flag T-shirt. Ford Mustang Cruiser T-shirt. Ford Mustang Next
Level T-shirt. Ford Bronco Buffalo Plaid Shirt. Ford Packable Jacket. Ford Bronco Nautilus Vest.
Ford Bronco Quarter Zip Jacket. Ford GT Retro Jacket. Ford Vintage T-shirt. Mustang Pocket
T-shirt. Mustang Next-Level T-shirt. Ford Mustang Color-Block Polo. Ford Performance Team
T-Shirt. Ford Performance Team Polo. Built Ford Tough Zippered Hoodie. Super Duty Pullover
Hoodie. Ford F Lined Softshell Jacket. Ford Mustang Hybrid Softshell Jacket. Ford Performance
Team Lightweight Jacket. Ford Performance Team Sweatshirt. Ford Performance Team Gillet.
Please, wait Please note you are now leaving The Ford Merchandise Store. The site you are
about to enter may have a different privacy policy and terms and conditions. Thank you for
visiting The Ford Merchandise Store. Ford Signs Toys. Novelties Books. Hoses Radiator
Mounts. Radiators - Aluminum Radiators - Copper-Brass. Wiper Parts Wiring Harnesses. EFI

System Explorer 5. Headlights Taillights. Air Tanks Fuel Cans - Containers. Fuel Wheels. New
Products. Attachments Door Parts Mirrors. Brake Kits Brake Hoses. Full Size Cooling Parts.
Shifters Transfer Cases Transmission. Battery Parts Lenses. Engine Parts Performance Parts.
Full Size Fuel Parts. Dash Seat Belts Seat Covers. Full Size Light Parts. Hi-Lift Jacks Recovery
Gear. Brake Parts. Co
2000 maxima fuse box
ford focus starter relay
2000 mitsubishi eclipse engine diagram
oling Parts. Axles Differentials Differential Covers. Battery Parts Performance Ignition. Engine
Parts. Fuel Parts. Dash Parts Mirrors. Seat Belts Seat Covers Storage. Light Parts. Steering
Yokes Other Steering Parts. Suspension Parts. Air Tanks Camping Gear Compressors. Are you
tired of having armstrong steering? Maybe you're afraid to drive the Bronco because the stock
manual steering is so worn out you can hardly keep the thing on the road. You might have even
tried a rebuilt manual box but you found it has as much play as the old one you turned in for a
core. Could be it's time to make that Bronco drive the way you always wanted it to by
converting to power steering. No matter what the terrain, we have a system for you. See our
Steering Tech Pages below. Per Page: Choose -- 10 20 30 Excessive Steering Play My steering
wheel has excessive play. What can I do about it? Steering Tech From , Broncos came with
manual steering. From , power steering was optional. The power steering boxes

